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SCOPE NOTE

This collection consists of a small set of files donated by the Anesthesia Foundation in 2001, and lent for copying in 2006. Due to the small size of the collection, it is organized simply in alphabetical order by folder title.

NOTE: One folder, containing the list of loans, is closed due to confidentiality. Access to this folder must be approved by the Foundation. Researchers who wish to obtain this permission should notify the Wood Library-Museum in advance.

ORGANIZATIONAL HISTORY

The Foundation was incorporated on September 12, 1956 as "The Anesthesia Memorial Foundation", under the auspices of the American Society of Anesthesiologists (ASA). It was established to honor the memory of Rolland Whitacre and several prominent anesthesiologists who had died in that year. The Foundation is a non-profit organization, supported by the ASA and by donations. Its primary purpose was, and remains, to provide loans to financially-needy residents in anesthesiology. The Foundation also sponsors other projects, including the Anesthesia Book Award, and most recently, a Disaster Relief Fund.
CONTAINER LIST

BOX 1

FF Finding Aid
FF Articles of Incorporation 1956
FF Audits 1979—1990
FF Board Meeting Minutes 1965—1978
FF Board Meeting Minutes 1980s
FF Board Meeting Minutes 1990s
FF Board Meeting Minutes 2000s
FF Booklet "An American Heritage: Anesthesiology" ND
FF Brochures ND
FF Budget 1989—2001
FF Bylaws 1956—2000
FF Correspondence 1964—1997
FF Correspondence re: loans 1989—1999
FF History
FF Legal affairs 1984—1989
FF Letterhead ND
FF Lists of Loans 1957—2006 CLOSED FILE
FF Loan Application Form ND
FF Roster of Officers 2000, 2006